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Children of Blood and Bone ☼ ♫

Seventeen-year-old Zélie, her older brother Tzain, and rogue princess Amari fight to restore magic to the land
and activate a new generation of magi, but they are ruthlessly pursued by the crown prince, who believes the
return of magic will mean the end of the monarchy.

Ahmed

Love, Hate and Other Filters ☼

Maya Aziz is caught between her India-born parents' world of college and marrying a suitable Muslim boy, and
her dream world of film school and dating her classmate, Phil. In the aftermath of a terrorist attack hundreds of
miles away, the community she's known since birth is transformed by fear, bigotry, and hatred.

Bennet

Alex, Approximately ☼ ♫

Classic movie buff Bailey "Mink" Rydell has spent months crushing on a witty film geek she only knows online by
"Alex." Two coasts separate the teens until Bailey moves in with her dad, who lives in the same California surfing
town as her online crush. Faced with doubts (what if he's a creep in real life--or worse?), Bailey doesn't tell Alex
she's moved to his hometown. Or that she's landed a job at the local tourist-trap museum. Or that she's being
heckled daily by the irritatingly hot museum security guard, Porter Roth--a.k.a. her new arch-nemesis. But life is
whole lot messier than the movies, especially when Bailey discovers that tricky fine line between hate, love, and
whatever-it-is she's starting to feel for Porter.

Bowman

Starfish

Kiko Himura has always had a hard time saying exactly what she's thinking. With a mother who makes her feel
unremarkable and a half-Japanese heritage she doesn't quite understand, Kiko prefers to keep her head
down, certain that once she makes it into her dream art school, Prism, her real life will begin.
But then Kiko doesn't get into Prism, at the same time her abusive uncle moves back in with her family. So when
she receives an invitation from her childhood friend to leave her small town and tour art schools on the west
coast, Kiko jumps at the opportunity in spite of the anxieties and fears that attempt to hold her back. And now
that she is finally free to be her own person outside the constricting walls of her home life, Kiko learns lifechanging truths about herself, her past, and how to be brave.

Chao

American Panda ☼

A freshman at MIT, seventeen-year-old Mei Lu tries to live up to her Taiwanese parents' expectations, but no
amount of tradition, obligation, or guilt prevent her from hiding several truths-- that she is a germaphobe who
cannot become a doctor, she prefers dancing to biology, she decides to reconnect with her estranged older
brother, and she is dating a Japanese boy. Can she find a way to be herself, before her web of lies unravels?

Choi

Emergency Contact ☼

When Penny Lee heads to college in Austin, Texas, to learn how to become a writer, it's seventy-nine miles and
a zillion light years away from everything she can't wait to leave behind. Sam is stuck, literally, figuratively,
emotionally, financially. He works at a café and sleeps there too; he knows that this is the chapter of his life that
will serve as inspiration for when he's a famous movie director but right life is really testing him. When they cross
paths it's a collision of unbearable awkwardness. But as they stay in touch via text and share their deepest
anxieties and secret dreams without the humiliating weirdness of having to see each other.

Clayton

The Belles ☼ ♫

Camellia Beauregard is a Belle. In the opulent world of Orleans, Belles are revered, for they control Beauty, and
Beauty is a commodity coveted above all else. In Orleans, the people are born gray, they are born damned,
and only with the help of a Belle and her talents can they transform and be made beautiful.
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Daniels

Dreadnought ☼

Danny Tozer has a problem: she just inherited the powers of Dreadnought, the world's greatest superhero. Until
Dreadnought fell out of the sky and dies right in front of her, Danny was trying to keep people from finding out
she's transgender. But before he expired, Dreadnought passed his mantel to her, and those secondhand
superpowers transformed Danny's body into what she's always thought it should be. Now there's no hiding that
she's a girl. It should be the happiest time of her life, but Danny's first weeks finally living in a body that fits her are
more difficult and complicated than she could have imagined. Between her father's dangerous obsession with
'curing' her girlhood, her best friend suddenly acting like he's entitled to date her, and her fellow superheroes
arguing over her place in the ranks, Danny feels like she's in over her head. She doesn't have time to adjust.
Dreadnought’s murderer--a cyborg named Utopia--still haunts the streets of New Port City, threatening
destruction. If Danny can't sort through the confusion of coming out, master her powers, and stop Utopia in
time, humanity faces extinction.

Forman

I Have Lost my Way ☼ ♫

Around the time that Freya loses her voice while recording her debut album, Harun is making plans to run away
from everyone he has ever loved, and Nathaniel is arriving in New York City with a backpack, a desperate
plan, and nothing left to lose. When a fateful accident draws these three strangers together, their secrets start
to unravel as they begin to understand that the way out of their own loss might just lie in helping the others out
of theirs.

Hand

My Plain Jane

You may think you know the story. Penniless orphan Jane Eyre begins a new life as a governess at Thornfield
Hall, where she meets one dark, brooding Mr. Rochester--and, Reader, she marries him. Or does she? Prepare
for an adventure of Gothic proportions, in which all is not as it seems, a certain gentleman is hiding more than
skeletons in his closets, and one orphan Jane Eyre, aspiring author Charlotte Bronte, and supernatural
investigator Alexander Blackwood are about to be drawn together on the most epic ghost hunt this side of
Wuthering Heights.

Hartman

Tess of the Road ☼ ♫

In the medieval kingdom of Goredd, women are expected to be ladies, men are their protectors, and dragons
can be whomever they choose. Tess is none of these things. Tess is. . . different. She speaks out of turn, has wild
ideas, and can't seem to keep out of trouble. Then Tess goes too far. What she's done is so disgraceful, she
can't even allow herself to think of it. Unfortunately, the past cannot be ignored. So Tess's family decide the only
path for her is a nunnery. But on the day she is to join the nuns, Tess chooses a different path for herself. She cuts
her hair, pulls on her boots, and sets out on a journey. She's not running away, she's running towards something.
What that something is, she doesn't know. Tess just knows that the open road is a map to somewhere else--a life
where she might belong.

Ireland

Dread Nation: Rise Up ☼ ♫

At once provocative, terrifying, and darkly subversive, Dread Nation is Justina Ireland's stunning vision of an
America both foreign and familiar--a country on the brink, at the explosive crossroads where race, humanity,
and survival meet. Jane McKeene was born two days before the dead began to walk the battlefields of
Gettysburg, Pennsylvania--derailing the War Between the States and changing the nation forever.

McCullough

Blood Water Paint ☼

Her mother died when she was twelve, and suddenly Artemisia Gentileschi had a stark choice: a life as a nun in
a convent or a life grinding pigment for her father's paint. She chose paint. By the time she was seventeen,
Artemisia did more than grind pigment. She was one of Rome's most talented painters, even if no one knew her
name. But Rome in 1610 was a city where men took what they wanted from women, and in the aftermath of
rape Artemisia faced another terrible choice: a life of silence or a life of truth, no matter the cost.

Menon

From Twinkle with Love ☼

Aspiring filmmaker and wallflower Twinkle Mehra has stories she wants to tell and universes she wants to explore,
if only the world would listen. So when fellow film geek Sahil Roy approaches her to direct a movie for the
upcoming Summer Festival, Twinkle is all over it. The chance to publicly showcase her voice as a director?
Dream come true. The fact that it gets her closer to her longtime crush, Neil Roy--a.k.a. Sahil's twin brother?
Dream come true x 2.
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Pan

The Astonishing Color of After ☼ ♫

Chen Sanders is absolutely certain about one thing: when her mother died by suicide, she turned into a bird.
When she travels to Taiwan to meet her maternal grandparents for the first time, Leigh is determined to find her
mother, the bird. In her search, she winds up chasing after ghosts, uncovering family secrets, and forging a new
relationship with her grandparents. And as she grieves, she must try to reconcile the fact that on the same day
she kissed her longtime secret crush, Axel, her mother was taking her own life.

Perkins

You Bring the Distant Near ☼

From 1965 through the present, an Indian American family adjusts to life in New York City, alternately fending off
and welcoming challenges to their own traditions. Ranee worries that her children are losing their Indian
culture. Sonia is wrapped up in a forbidden biracial love affair. Tara seeks the limelight to hide her true self.
Shanti desperately tries to make peace in the family. Anna fights to preserve Bengal tigers and her Bengali
identity. As each Das woman decides which Bengali traditions to uphold in America, one hard truth remains:
some scars take generations to heal.

Perkins

There’s Someone Inside Your House ☼ ♫

It's been almost a year since Makani Young came to live with her grandmother in landlocked Nebraska, and
she's still adjusting to her new life. And still haunted by her past in Hawaii. Then, one by one, the students of her
small town high school begin to die in a series of gruesome murders, each with increasing and grotesque
flair. As the terror grows closer and the hunt intensifies for the killer, Makani will be forced to confront her own
dark secrets.

Mcmanus

One of Us is Lying ☼ ♫

Pay close attention and you might solve this. On Monday afternoon, five students at Bayview High walk into
detention. Bronwyn, the brain, is Yale-bound and never breaks a rule. Addy, the beauty, is the picture-perfect
homecoming princess. Nate, the criminal, is already on probation for dealing. Cooper, the athlete, is the allstar baseball pitcher. And Simon, the outcast, is the creator of Bayview High's notorious gossip app. Only, Simon
never makes it out of that classroom. Before the end of detention Simon's dead. And according to
investigators, his death wasn't an accident. On Monday, he died. But on Tuesday, he'd planned to post juicy
reveals about all four of his high-profile classmates, which makes all four of them suspects in his murder. Or are
they the perfect patsies for a killer who's still on the loose?

FICTION
Graham

American Drifter ☼ ♫

A young veteran of the US Army, River Roulet is struggling to shake the horrors of his past. War is behind him, but
the memories remain. Desperate to distract himself from the images haunting him daily, River abandons the
world he knows and flees to the country he's always dreamed of visiting: Brazil. Rio de Janeiro is everything he
hoped for and more. In the lead-up to Carnaval, the city is alight with music, energy, and life. With a few friends
at his side, River seems to be pulling his life together at last. Then he meets the enchanting Natal, an
impassioned journalist and free spirit - who lives with the gangster that rules much of Rio. As their romance
blossoms, River and Natal flee together into the interior of Brazil, where they are pursued by the sadistic drug
lord, Tio Amato, and his men. When River is forced to kill one of those men, the chase becomes even deadlier.
Not only is the powerful drug boss after them, the Brazilian government is on their trail as well.

Hannah

The Great Alone ☼ ♫

Lenora Allbright is 13 when her father convinces her mother, Cora, to forgo their inauspicious existence in
Seattle and move to Kaneq, AK. It's 1974, and the former Vietnam POW sees a better future away from the
noise and nightmares that plague him. Having been left a homestead by a buddy who died in the war, Ernt is
secure in his beliefs, but never was a family less prepared for the reality of Alaska, the long, cold winters and
isolation. Locals want to help out, especially classmate Matthew Walker, who likes everything about Leni. Yet
the harsh conditions bring out the worst in Ernt, whose paranoia takes over their lives and exacerbates what
Leni sees as the toxic relationship between her parents. The Allbrights are as green as greenhorns can be, and
even first love must endure unimaginable hardship and tragedy as the wilderness tries to claim more victims.
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Hartsuyker

The Half-Drowned King

The first installment in a debut trilogy, The Half-Drowned King tells the compelling story of the political intrigues,
battles, and struggles for power that led to the rise of King Harald the Fair-Haired, first king of Norway, seen
through the eyes of the young man who became his most trusted warrior and advisor. Conjuring a bloodthirsty,
superstitious, and thrilling ancient world (9th century), this debut novel is for fans of Game of Thrones, the Vikings
TV series, and Outlander

Hoffman

The Rules of Magic ☼ ♫

For the Owens family, love is a curse that began in 1620, when Maria Owens was charged with witchery for
loving the wrong man. Hundreds of years later, in New York City at the cusp of the sixties, when the whole world
is about to change, Susanna Owens knows that her three children are dangerously unique...From the start
Susanna sets down rules for her children: No walking in the moonlight, no red shoes, no wearing black, no cats,
no crows, no candles, no books about magic. And most importantly, never, ever, fall in love. But when her
children visit their Aunt Isabelle...they uncover family secrets and begin to understand the truth of who they are.
Back in New York City each begins a risky journey as they try to escape the family curse...The two beautiful
sisters will grow up to be the revered, and sometimes feared, aunts in Practical Magic, while Vincent, their
beloved brother, will leave an unexpected legacy.

Miller

Circe ☼ ♫

In the house of Helios, god of the sun and mightiest of the Titans, a daughter is born. But Circe is a strange child-not powerful, like her father, nor viciously alluring like her mother. Turning to the world of mortals for
companionship, she discovers that she does possess power--the power of witchcraft, which can transform rivals
into monsters and menace the gods themselves. Threatened, Zeus banishes her to a deserted island, where she
hones her occult craft, tames wild beasts and crosses paths with many of the most famous figures in all of
mythology, including the Minotaur, Daedalus and his doomed son Icarus, the murderous Medea, and, of
course, wily Odysseus.

Sloan

Sourdough ☼ ♫

A software engineer at General Dexterity, a San Francisco robotics company with world-changing ambitions,
Lois Clary codes all day and collapses at night, her human contact limited to the two brothers who run the
neighborhood hole-in-the-wall from which she orders dinner every evening. When the brothers have Visa issues,
they have one last delivery for Lois: their culture, the sourdough starter used to bake their bread. She must keep
it alive, they tell her-- and learn to bake with it. Soon Lois is providing loaves to the General Dexterity cafeteria,
then the farmer's market, and a whole new world opens up-- including a secret market that aims to fuse food
and technology.

Wolitzer

The Female Persuasion ☼♫

Greer Kadetsky is a shy college freshman when she meets the woman she hopes will change her life. Faith
Frank, dazzlingly persuasive and elegant at sixty-three, has been a central pillar of the women's movement for
decades, a figure who inspires others to influence the world. Upon hearing Faith speak for the first time, Greermadly in love with her boyfriend, Cory, but still full of longing for an ambition that she can't quite place- feels
her inner world light up. And then, astonishingly, Faith invites Greer to make something out of that sense of
purpose, leading Greer down the most exciting path of her life as it winds toward and away from her meant-tobe love story with Cory and the future she'd always imagined.
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